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SIZE
Finished cushion cover approx. 48 x 48 cm
for a 50 x 50 cm cushion

MATERIALS 
Schachenmayr Catania, 50 g ball 
approx. 50 g = 125 m 
Col. 00397 (türkis)  2 balls 
Col. 00384 (capri)  1 ball 
Col. 00420 (monaco)  2 balls
Col. 00261 (regatta)  1 ball 
Col. 00247 (wolke)  2 balls 
Col. 00173 (hellblau)  1 ball 
Col. 00180 (serenity)  1 ball  
Col. 00422 (lavendel) 1 ball
Yarn amounts are approximate. Make sure to purchase 
enough of the same dye lot in order to complete your pro-
ject. The colour names refer to the German names on the 
sleeves. The amount of yarn needed can vary from person 
to person.

1 crochet hook 3.0 mm
1 tapestry needle for weaving in ends
3 Creativ-buttons, Prym, 22 mm Ø

GAUGE
Working according to the chart: 
22 st and 20 rows = 10 cm x 18,5 cm.
If your gauge differs from the given gauge, use a hook of a 
larger or smaller size accordingly.

THE BASICS
Multiples of 8 st + 1 + 3 tch.
Work according to the chart, beginning as illustrated. 
Repeat the 8-stitch pattern and finish as depicted; in the 
double crochet rows, replace the 1st st with 3 ch.
Repeat rows S to 25. Work Norwegian pattern in the 22nd 
row: work using 2 threads in different colours with the un-
used yarn lying on the loops of the previous rnd to be co-
vered by the hook in the following stitch.

INSTRUCTIONS
Ch 105 + 3 tch in Türkis. Work 1 row double crochet 
picking up the st on the back of the foundation chain. 
Work according to the chart, beginning as illustrated. 
Repeat the 8-stitch pattern 12 times and finish as depicted. 
Work the color sequence 1 to 5 once each, work the 
color sequence 6 to R 13 = 144 R. After R 10 of the 
second color sequence and after R 3 of the 5th color 
sequence add a marker to the left and the right to assist in 
sewing together later on.

Work the button placket in Monaco by working single 
crochet in the next row of this split:
1 sc,  22 sc, sk the next 5 st of the previous rnd with 5 
ch, rep from  twice, 23 sc.
In the next R work dc (1 dc in the ch of the previous R). 
Complete with a R of sc.

FINISHING OFF
For the fastening with right sides together, fold the upper 
section with the button placket down at the marker. 
Then fold the lower section up at the marker so that 
both sections overlap by approx. 3 cm and a 50 x 50 cm 
cushion panel is created. Close the side seams. If desired,  
embroider the Creativ-Knopf buttons in Türkis and sew 
them on.
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Crochet

Intermediate

Recommended Yarn

V.1/EW/DS

ABBREVIATIONS
st  = stitch
sc  = single crochet
slst  = slip stitch
ch  = chain
dc  = double crochet
hdc  = half double crochet
st(s)  = stitch(es)
tch  = turn chain
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Row
Color 

sequence 1
Color 

sequence 2
Color 

sequence 3
Color 

sequence 4
Color 

sequence 5
Color 

sequence 6

 25 serenity capri regatta serenity monaco

24 monaco türkis serenity capri hellblau

23 monaco türkis serenity capri hellblau

22
monaco / 
serenity

türkis / 
capri

serenity /  
regatta

capri / 
türkis

hellblau /  
wolke

21 monaco türkis serenity capri hellblau

20 monaco türkis serenity capri hellblau

19 türkis lavendel wolke wolke wolke

18 capri serenity lavendel hellblau regatta

17 türkis lavendel hellblau wolke türkis

16 lavendel hellblau wolke monaco wolke

15 lavendel wolke regatta capri monaco

14 serenity monaco hellblau türkis türkis

13 lavendel hellblau wolke monaco capri monaco

12 serenity serenity regatta capri monaco monaco

11 hellblau monaco türkis türkis serenity monaco

10 regatta lavendel monaco serenity lavendel wolke

9 hellblau capri capri lavendel regatta hellblau

8 wolke monaco türkis regatta hellblau monaco

7 hellblau türkis capri serenity wolke wolke

6 wolke monaco türkis regatta hellblau hellblau

5 regatta lavendel lavendel hellblau regatta monaco

4 wolke serenity serenity wolke wolke capri

3 regatta regatta hellblau monaco regatta türkis

2 monaco hellblau wolke türkis türkis monaco

1 capri wolke regatta capri monaco lavendel

S türkis regatta monaco türkis lavendel serenity

KEY

= 1 chain (ch)

= 1 single crochet (sc)

= 1 half double crochet (hdc)

= 1 double crochet (dc)

= 7 dc in the same stitch

=  1 sc, 3 ch, 2 dc in the same  
stitch as the sc 

= 2 dc in the same stitch

=  1 deep cluster stitch (work  
1 cluster stitch from 5 dc,  
inserting the hook in the dc  
2 rows lower down)

S
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